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service are /3o a month for a six months' engagement, free
rations, a gratuity of ten days' pay for every complete month
4served on the Coast-time occupied on the passage out and
.home apparently not counting towards the gratuity-and a
free passage out and home.
When these terms are compared with the War Office remu-

@ieration to civilian surgeons in South Africa, namely, ,£i a
-day, 38. a day allowance, free rations, a horse and servant, two
months' pay as a gratuity, and a free passage out and home,
and when one considers that the climate of this part of th.e West
-Coast is the most deadly along that most deadly littoral-
while that of South Africa is, under ordinary conditions, per-
laps the best in the world-the total inadequacy of the pay
-offered for the temporary, but arduous and deadly work de-
mnanded is at once apparent. If there is any sliding-scale of
fremuneration based on the risks involved and the work en-
tailed, then the pay and allowances of these West Coast
officers should be at least double those of their South African
.conirres.
Men must be down on their luck indeed, professionally,

socially, and financially, to accept this work at the rates
-offered, and I can hardly congratulate the Colonial Office on
the type of medical man they are likely to obtain by their
munificent offer.-I am, etc.,
July zoth. CANTAB.

hIOSPITAL REVENUES AND THE WAR EMERGENCY.
SIR,-Mr. Timothy Holmes, in the BRITISH MEDICAL

JOURNAL of July 7th, says: " I quite fail to understand what
-he (I) means about ' a young medical man economically
managing his department."' My actual words were: "It is
,well known that it takes at least a year fer any young medical
man to learn how to economically manage his department."
Is it possible that Mr. Holmes, with his great experience, can
fail tograspthe factthat the house-surgeonandhouse-physician
in practice are the officers who de facto control the dieting of
the patients to a larger extent than anybody else? In my
-own experience I have found the expenditure upon provi-
sions, etc., to be increased in a hospital containing rather
more than Ioo beds by quite £250, owing to a change in the
office of house-surgeon or house-physician, because the order-
ing of diets and the relative cost of particular items of diet is

qa matter of experience which no young official can attain to
without considerable practice, no matter how anxious he may
be to promote economy in the administration of his depart-
caent. I would refer Mr. Holmes and others interested in this
question to vol. iii of Hospitals and Asylums of the World,
PP. 174-7 and 905-II. I there go fully into this point, and show
bow important a bearing it has upon economical expenditure,
and how it tends to account in large measure for the relatively
lower expenditure at provincial and Scotch institutions.
At the Scotch hospitals, where thrift is a prominent

ileature of the administration, very great care is exercised
in all directions to secure the maximum of economy through-
out the establishment. At the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary,
-for instance, the expenditure upon the patients under the
-care of each member of the honorary medical staff is care-
fully recorded. All the books have for years been kept upon
-a system which makes it possible to bring out in the
mnonthly return the relative cost of treating patients under
-each physician and surgeon. A set of the forms used will
be found on pp. 905 et seq. of vol. iii of Ho8pitals and Asylums
-o] the World. Copies of these returns are submitted to the
Board, and are also furnished monthly to the superintendent
and to each of the principal physicians and surgeons.

In practice the system has proved most effective in reducing
-expenditure. Dr. A., for instance, sees that his patients cost
considerably more than Dr. B.'s, and as a result he goes down
'to the hospital when the monthly return is delivered, and,
-accompanied by his house-physician or house-surgeon, care-
fully revises the whole of the diets and lists of extras, so as
,to secure that he shall not occupy in the succeeding month
,the invidious position of spending, say, twice as much as any
*of his colleagues upon the cases which occupy beds allocated
to himself.

I have visited the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary several
times, have conferred with the superintendent, examined
the system and its results, and have formed the conclusion
that its general adoption would tend to bring down the

expenditure in metropolitan and provincial hospitals to an
extent which would largely remove the existing differences
in the actual cost of each bed occupied in each of the
principal British hospitals. This must be my excuse for
troubling you once again on this subject, especially as Mr.
Holmes's statement that he quite fails to understand what
I meant by my previous reference to the point, leads me to
think that it is essential, in the interests of all the hospitals,
that it should be fully gone into, debated, and reconsidered
without further delay.-I am, etc.,
Porchester Square, W., July 7th. HENRY C. BURDETT.

THE USE OF BORIC ACID AND FORMALDEHYDE AS
PRESERVATIVES OF FOOD.

SIR,-Dr. W. D. Halliburton, in his interesting article on
this subject, states that he is unable to agree with my opinion
that "formaldehyde is the least objectionable of the preser-
vatives of food." It is true that I use these words in my
Commercial Organic Analysis, vol. iv, p. i8o, but the context
shows the grounds on which I gave tit the preference. The
passage in question is as follows:
Formaldehyde is probably one of the least objectionable preservatives

of milk, since it does not introduce extraneous mineral matters, like boric
acid, borax, and fluorine compounds; and the readiness with which it
suffers oxidation gives it the preference over antiseptics of the salicylic
acid class. But the physiological effects of formaldehyde are at present
very imperfectly known, and the practice of adding antiseptics to food is
to be deprecated. In this connection, it is noteworthy that several
observers have found the casein of milk containing formaldehyde to be
dissolved by acid with much less facility than the casein of pure milk.

I am, etc.,
Sheffield, July gth. ALFRED H. ALLEN,

MR. JONATHAN HUTCHINSON ON LEPROSY IN
SOUTH AFRICA.

SIR,-At a conversazione held recently at the Polyclinic, Mr.
Jonathan Hutchinson in a lecture on the Story of Robben
Island, gave an account of this leper establishment at the
Cape of Good Hope. He at the same time avowed his belief
that leprosy was produced by food and not by contagion, and
finally stated that he held the detention of lepers on Robben
Island to be a great injustice. So strong a statement on the
subject of a public institution from a man of Mr. Hutchin-
son's high standing naturally found its way into the press,
and appeared, among other journals, in South Africa, where it
will doubtless be read by colonial voters and legislators. In
consideration of the fact that the great bulk of modern
scientific opinion supports the view that leprosy is contagious
-in the sense which bacteriology has attachied to the term-
Mr. Hutchinson's assertion seems distinctly unfortunate, and
might conceivably do positive mischief. I have read what
Mr. Hutchinson has written on the question, and I have
listened with attention to what he has said on different occa-
sions at the Polyclinic. If in spite of this I should inad-
vertently in the least degree misrepresent his views he wiU
doubtless correct me.
Mr. Hutchinson has stated that he believes leprosy to be

produced by certain kinds of food, and that fish, especially
partially cooked salt fish, is the most common kind of such
food. He believes that the disease cannot be conveyed from
man to man. At the same time he admits the bacillary view
of the disease, and says he has practically no doubt that the
bacillus lepre is the cause of it.
Let us consider for a moment what these views involve. If

the bacillus leprae be the cause of the disease and fish be the
means of its conveyance, one might suppose that the bacilli
would ere this have been discovered in some species of fish.
They have hitherto been sought in vain in fish. This is,
however, merely negative evidence, and I do not desire to
attach undue weight to it. I would merely point out that
until the bacilli are found in fish there is no positive evidence
to adduce as to fish being a means for conveying the disease.
Such evidence as exists, then, is merely circumstantial-that
is to say, certain people eat salt fish, they develop leprosy;
therefore the salt fieh may be the cause. Setting aside for
the moment the fact that many cases of leprosy occur among
people who practically never take such food, I will admit that,
for aught we know to the contrary, salt fish may in some
cases be the cause. At the same time, I must point out that
an even better case, if case it can be called, could be made
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